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10x more bacterial cells in your 
body than “human” cells!











The Reason?  It’s hard to ID a  Pathogen

Random samples
or

when illness appears

At least
24 – 72 hours

A trained professional
makes the diagnosis



Our vision…an instantaneous diagnosis

DANGER!
pathogen 
detected



pulsed laser

spectrometer

bacteria here
(on fruit, in water, in 

bodily fluid specimen)

LIBS Spectrum is like a Bar Code: Unique for Each Sample

Entire procedure can take under one second!

We’re a long way away, but…
Laser‐Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy



The colors in the 
clearly visible
high temperature 
plasma…

…tell us what kind of 
atoms are present in 
the target (including 
bacteria) and how 
many atoms.  

A “spectral” fingerprint!



LIBS is currently being investigated  for…

rapid identification of:
chemical threats
explosive threats
biological threats

rapid sample analysis/quality assurance in:
factories (glass, alloys)
nuclear facilities
recycling facilities

and many more things…!

private industry
government agencies

US Army

ME!



All experiments have demonstrated 
that LIBS is a potentially very 
powerful modality for pathogen 
identification…

…the hardware is being developed to 
exploit this potential.



Field portable
Applied Photonics 
hand-held field 
portable unit.  



Into the Lab!
We are communicating with other entities, (private companies, 
the Army Research Laboratory) to develop standardized 
equipment for testing in laboratories, emergency rooms, 
corporate quality control labs, diagnostic labs, etc.  Here Dr. 
Andrzej Miziolek of ARL is shown testing a sample with their 
Applied Photonics prototype apparatus.



First responder CBRNE prototypes have 
been built…

Head’s-up display

Hand-held probe contains 
laser, joystick for control, 
and focus optics

Microplasma/ 
LIBS Event

Backpack contains 
broadband high-
resolution 
spectrometer, laser 
power supply, 
computer, and battery

courtesy of Ocean Optics.



First responder CBRNE prototypes have 
been built…



the new “Mars Science 
Laboratory” (MSL), Mars 
Rover “Curiosity”, blasted off 
for Mars on Nov. 25th, 2011

http://mars.jpl.nasa.gov/msl/



Results have been very encouraging, 
so we are on our way! 

DANGER!
pathogen 
detected

The LIBS “tricorder”
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Thank you so much for your attention!

Questions?




